
Be part of one of Britain’s largest, most diverse and 
rewarding industries - offering you the opportunity to 
create and build, contributing hugely to the nations 
economy.

Construction offers many different types of career
paths, from semi and skilled craft careers covering
over 20 different trades, to jobs in management and
design. The opportunities for advancement are
massive, regardless of where you choose to start,
many Project and Site Managers begin their careers
as tradesmen.

There are so many different ways to pursue a career
in construction, from education to hands-on training
and apprenticeships. Read
more about our opportunities on the reverse side.

WORKING IN BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION 

DID YOU KNOW?
The UK construction
industry consists of over 300,000 
firms, employing around 
2.2m people

That’s one in 13 of the UK 
workforce!

Extra jobs will need to be filled to
meet labour demands moving 
forward
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“I CHOSE BORRASBECAUSE OFTHE 
OPPORTUNITY TOSTUDY, GAIN EXPERIENCE 
AND EARN ATTHESAME TIME WHILST ONA 

CLEAR EDUCATIONALPATH.”

“BEING AMANAGEMENT TRAINEE ALLOWS 
ME TOGET THE QUALIFICATIONSNEEDED AS

WELL AS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE.”

For more information about Borras, or our
Management Trainee Programme, please contact:

David Chapman
Estimating Manager
dchapman@borrasconstruction.co.uk

Julie Shields
Office Manager
jshields@borrasconstruction.co.uk

SURVEYOR - SITE MANAGER - BUYER - ESTIMATOR - ACCOUNTS - PLANNER

Borras construction is a £50m + per annum contractor with over 40 years experience
based in St Albans. We pride ourselves on attracting, developing and retaining the best
people in an environment where they can flourish. It is our workforce, with the drive,
determination and values we share that form the backbone of the company and
distinguishes us in a highly competitive market.

We have always maintained a core of directly employed staff who have developed,
grown and progressed within the organisation which is highlighted today by the
extremely successful Management Trainee Programme we have in place.

Trainees often join us straight from school with no previous construction experience.
We offer a structured 5 year University programme, resulting in a BSC qualification
includes spending time in all of our departments, both on site and in our head office,
whilst completing their studies on day release. This approach is designed to give our
trainee’s a broad appreciation of the entire construction process, helping them to
identify which career they want to pursue once their training is complete. The scheme
opens up many doors for those enrolled, some of the positions available to move into
include:
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